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UPCOMING EVENTS
**07 December, Pizza and a Movie, Freddy and Connie’s, 6:30 PM
**13 December, “Never-Ending Man: Hayao Miyazaki”, AMC 13, 6:30 PM
**15 December, “Aquaman” Special Amazon Prime Showing, AMC 15, 6:30 PM
**17 December, Night Out/Membership Meeting at Houlihan’s (Downtown), 6:30 PM
**22 December, Christmas Party, Calvary Free Will Baptist Church, 12:00 PM
**24 December, Christmas Eve Dinner at Carrabba’s, 6:30 PM

FROM THE CENTER SEAT

Greetings all! I hope everyone had a wonderful and filling Thanksgiving! At the Heller house
there were four of us – Connie, Ariana, Michael (a friend from our church), and Moi! Travis
could not make it because his work at the law firm prevented him from taking the time off. As it
is every Thanksgiving, Connie prepared way too much of an exceptional meal and we will be
having leftovers for quite a while.
November was a pretty busy one for the DaVinci as we had the Night Out/Membership meeting
at Zaxby’s, a viewing of the movie “Die Hard” at the AMC 13 theater, our annual Thanksgiving
dinner at Golden Corral, and a viewing of “Castle in the Sky” a classic anime by Haya Miyazaki
at the AMC 13 theater. But, December is going to be even busier! Check the schedule above.
“It was a dark and stormy night” for the Night Out/Membership meeting at Zaxby’s in Phenix
City where 16 DaVinci personnel feasted on a variety of fast-food chicken fare. As always there
was the drawing for the free meal as well as a couple of Captain’s Perks. The winner of the free
meal was Joe. The first Captain’s Perk was an autographed picture of Anthony Montgomery as
ENS Travis Mayweather from Enterprise was won by Dutch and the second Captain’s Perk, an
autographed picture of J. G. Hertzler as Martok from Deep Space Nine was won by Diane (but a
side comment of “I will take it” from Russell makes one wonder who really won it). At last! I
was finally able to present to Josh two training certificates he received from the Starfleet Marine
Academy Training and Doctrine Command. The first was for passing his PD-100 exam and the
second for completing the PD-100 course. Congratulations Josh. Ooh rah!
Folks began heading home shortly thereafter as the rain which was steadily falling throughout
the evening began slacking off. As always, “Phreddy Photo” took his share of pictures and here
they are for your enjoyment!

Preparing to order are Lisa and Josh while getting their drinks are Steve, Russell, and Scott.

“Dang contraption!” Russell gets his drink as Josh and Lisa pose for a photo.

Enjoying their meals are Jeanne and Josh and Steve and Joe.

Also enjoying their meal are Scott and Dutch and Gregory and Melanie.

So too does Russell and Diane and Todd and Lisa.

Randy and Sandye joined us and so too did Sandra (Wilbert was at Golden Corral acting a server
for the Columbus Lions arena football team)

Look what we won! Joe (free meal), Dutch (Anthony Montgomery autographed photo), Diane
(J. G. Hertzler autographed photo)

Freddy presents Josh with his PD-100 exam and his PD-100 course completion certificates.

Randy and Russell chat and the DaVinci crew at Zaxby’s during the November Night Out!
A couple of days latter four of us – Joe, Gregory, Todd, and I – met at the AMC 13 Theater to
see the 30th anniversary showing of “Die Hard”. The theater was mostly empty but I would guess
that there were 25-30 folks in attendance. Seeing “Die Hard” on the big screen was quite a thrill
as was the film itself. Following the film the four of us went to Wendy’s for a late dinner and
conversation. It was still raining which may be one reason we were the only ones inside Wendy’s.
Of course, it being nearly 10:00 PM may also have been a reason.
Next on the agenda was our annual Thanksgiving dinner celebration. As it was last year we met
at Golden Corral to feast on their huge variety of food. It was a bit disappointing that only 11
crew personnel attended. Nonetheless, the camaraderie was high as conversations raced across
those in attendance. I brought four Captain’s Perks to give away and we also drew restaurants for
the 2019 Night Out locations.
As folks began finishing their meals, we began the process of selecting the locations for the
2019 Night Out/Membership meetings. We went around the table 4 times, each person choosing a
location from a list of restaurants which then went into the “hat”. There were 44 slips of papers in
the hat as each person present reached into and pulled out the name of a restaurant. Beginning

with January the names were noted on a list. Eleven locations (May being Captain’s choice) and
two alternate locations were selected. Of the 11 restaurants chosen, four are new Night Out
locations and one has been visited only once several years ago. Both alternate locations are new!
See the complete 2019 Night Out list later in this issue of the Pilot.
As all the excitement from the Night Out drawings ebbed we drew the winning names for the
Captain’s Perks. Each perk was in a manila folder labeled one through four and was unknown to
those whose name was drawn. Diane was the first winner and took home 2 tickets to the Space
Science Center and an assortment of Star Trek trading cards. Todd’s name was the next drawn
and he took home an autographed photograph of Vaughn Armstrong (ADM Maxwell Forrest on
Enterprise)! The third perk, an autographed photograph of Michael Welch (Antim from
“Insurrection”) was won by Sandra who then picked Wilbert’s name for the final perk: another
assortment of Star Trek trading cards! Congratulations to all the winners!

Paying for their meals are Jeff and Martha and Joe and Russell.

Also paying are Steve and Todd and Todd and Gregory.

Wilbert and Sandra wait to pay while Jeff poses with the Golden Corral manager.

Hitting the buffet are Russell and Joe (with a large plateful of mushrooms).

“WE WANT MEAT!” Jeff, Russell, and Gregory wait for their steak orders!

Enjoying their lunch are Todd and Steve and Martha and Jeff.

Also chowing down are Russell and Diane and Joe stops to pose for a photo.

Gregory enjoys his lunch while Sandra and Wilbert pose for a photo.

Freddy and Martha pose for a photo while Russell and Diane check over the list of restaurants for
the 2019 Night Out/Membership location drawing.

Look what we won! Diane (SSC tickets and Star Trek cards); Todd (autograph photo of Vaughn
Armstrong); Sandra (autographed photo of Michael Welch); Wilbert (Star Trek card assortment)

The crew chats after all the drawings: Russell, Diane, Steve and Wilbert and Joe.

Todd & Gregory chat & the DaVinci crew at Golden Corral for our annual Thanksgiving dinner.
November activities continued with Joe, Gregory, and me (Todd was suppose to come but he
was suddenly called into work to solve a problem only he could) attending the final film in the
Hayao Miyazaki film festival, “Castle in the Sky”. This is one of Miyazaki’s best anime features
and often rated as not only one of the best animated features but best movies as well. Y’all
missed a great one! As before, once the film had ended, we went to Wendy’s for a late dinner and
lots of conversations. No rain this time and still the place was deserted.
The final November event was not scheduled in advance because after finding out that Russell
was going to take Diane to Red Robin for her birthday, we decided to make it a surprise party.
And so, on Monday, 26 November, 15 DaVinci members met at Red Robin to help Russell
celebrate Diane’s birthday! We all arrived about a half hour early to make sure Diane was
completely surprised. I had even taken her name off the mailing list so that any email messages
from me to the crew about the celebration would not be received by her. I encouraged everyone
to bring a birthday card and I was not disappointed.
We all sat in anticipation – anxious for Diane to arrive. When Diane entered the restaurant she
suspected that Connie and I would be there as she saw Connie’s car in the parking lot. However,
she was not expecting 14 of her friends waiting to wish her a happy birthday. She was quite taken
back when she rounded the corner and saw us all! The look on her face told the whole story.
Many of us brought cards and some brought gifts as well but the opening of the gifts had to wait
as everyone was anxious to order their meal.
Diane, of course, got a free birthday burger and ice cream sundae for being a member of the Red
Robin Royalty program. Russell did not order his usual tower of onion rings as an appetizer, but
Todd ordered his usual spinach & artichoke dip while both Joe and Gregory ordered their usual
burgers piled high with mushrooms – a sautéed 'shroom it is called. The atmosphere was fun as
various conversations flew across the tables. Our server, Amanda was great as she kept
everyone’s drinks filled and did not mess up any orders.
As folks began finishing their meals Russell stood up to say a few words of thanks and then it
was Diane’s turn to open her presents and cards. Both Russell and I got her Elvis gifts (photos
and DVD set, respectively) while Leiko got her some kind of donut thing (not sure what it is for),
Lisa gave her a small stuffed Christmas bear, and Todd a very appropriate Red Robin gift card!

After opening all her gifts, Diane proceeded to open the half-dozen or so cards she received. She
was visibly shaken by all the out-pouring of love from those in attendance. Just about a few
minutes after she had opened her last card she was presented with her birthday sundae to a
rousing Red Robin birthday ditty from several of the servers.
After all the excitement had died down, I presented Todd with a well-deserved certificate of
commendation for his representing the DaVinci by volunteering at the Valley Rescue Mission’s
annual Thanksgiving feeding of the needy. I gave a brief talk about what is coming up next on the
DaVinci calendar and shortly after that, the festivities began breaking up as folks headed home. A
BIG Bajoran thanks to everyone who came to help Diane celebrate her “39th” birthday! Check out
the photos from all the fun.

Waiting to be seated are Connie and Lisa and Michael and Jeff.

Also waiting are Leiko, Charles, and Joe and Wilbert and Sandra.

Connie cuddles up to Joe trying and failing to get Joe to smile and Charles and Leiko trying to
decide what to order.

Checking out the menu are Wilbert and Sandra and Gregory and Joe stop to pose for a photo.

I tried and failed to get a photo of Lisa smiling while Michael laughs at my attempt and Todd and
I pose for a photo taken by Sandra.

Connie sipping her strawberry milkshake and Amanda takes a food order while Michael and
Todd look on.

Amanda takes the final few orders while Connie and Michael enjoy a conversation.

Waiting for their food to arrive are Charles, Leiko, and Russell and Diane, Gregory, and Joe.

Diane opens her first gift (from Russell) and is noticeably excited as she realizes what is inside
the envelope!

More presents include a donut thingamajig, a stuffed bear, and an Elvis DVD collection!

Servers sing the Red Robin birthday song to Diane and Freddy presents a DaVinci certificate of
commendation to Todd.

Looks like December is going to be busier than November with six DaVinci events taking place.
First up is our bi-monthly Pizza and a Movie Night on Friday 07 December (movie to be
announced later). On the Thursday 13 December we will be going to the AMC 13 (Hollywood
Connection) to watch “Never-Ending Man: Hayao Miyazaki” a documentary on Hayao Miyazaki
– the master of Japanese anime. Then a couple days later on the 15th we will be going to the AMC
15 at Columbus Park Crossing to watch a special early showing for Amazon Prime members of
“Aquaman”. This will be followed by the Night Out/Membership meeting at the downtown
location of Houlihan’s on Monday 17 December. Russell and Diane have graciously arranged to
use of their church, Calvary Freewill Baptist, for the location of our annual Christmas party on 22
December beginning at 12:00 PM. The church is located on Billings Road just about a ½ mile
from our subdivision. The last event of the year will be our annual Christmas Eve dinner at
Carrabba’s on Monday, 24 December. I will send out reminders and addresses as the events get
closer.
Finally, a BIG Bajoran thanks to Todd Kes who was the only DaVinci representative this year at
the Valley Rescue Mission for their annual Thanksgiving dinner for those less fortunate. Several
of us helped out last year and it was quite a moving experience. Blame me for the low turn-out
because I completely forgot about it until the day of! Hopefully it will be better next year!
Until the next time - engage!
ADM Freddy Heller
Commanding Officer

678th STARFLEET MARINES
Greeting Marines!
Well, No one showed up for the last meeting to discuss MURP or any of the ideas I mentioned
in last month’s article so I have decided to move forward with MURP for now. There will be
three of us tackling this mission and hopefully we can claim some bragging rights for our unit.
This will be a team effort not only by our unit, but hopefully from our fellow ship mates on the
DaVinci. Our Battalion OIC and 678th MSG Training Officer, GEN Barbara Paul, will be
assisting and participating in this endeavor. I will give more details once we get this going. I have
also decided to reinstate MC Scott Roop as DOIC for the unit and he will now be our permanent
DOIC. Congratulations MC Roop!
As we approach the Christmas holidays, I know a lot of you will be busy, but let’s not forget our
nation’s troops who will be spending their holidays overseas away from their families. If it wasn’t
for our brave military who have given their all for our country we would not have this great
nation of freedom - the freedom to celebrate the holidays as we so choose and to be part of this
organization we call Starfleet. In your celebrating, take a moment to remember them, say a prayer
for them and give them a big “Ooh Rah!” from the Shadow Hawks of the 678 th MSG.

That’s all I have for now. Have a merry Christmas, a Happy New Year and a big Ooh Rah from
the Shadow Hawks of the 678th MSG!
Brigadier Joshua Ainsworth
678th MSG OIC
2nd Brigade, 3rd Battalion

This Thanksgiving, the Valley Rescue Mission on 2nd Avenue in Columbus held its annual free
luncheon. Volunteers started arriving at 10:00 AM, and everyone was soon given a task to help
the setup.
The first tasks assigned were to carry the tablecloths and table decorations from the office areas
into the main cafeteria, to decorate the tables. From there, the tasks grew in necessity and variety,
ranging from helping set up the serving line, to transporting desserts from a meeting room to the
cafeteria, and slicing them up for individual plates. Some desserts were kept uncovered for
serving on-site, others were covered with plastic for delivery to different locations, or as to-go
meals. The drink table had multiple cups all over its surface, and drinks were being poured so
they would be ready. Trash cans were prepared, along with replacement bags ready to go so there
would be no waiting.
While this was going on, more and more volunteers were arriving. I do not know the exact
number, but it looked like over 60 people had showed up. Each person was given a task to do, or
more likely, saw someone working by themselves and went over to help out.
Soon the main serving tables were getting filled with to-go containers with the Thanksgiving
turkey, ham, mashed potatoes, stuffing, rolls, and green beans, all for the guests to arrive and
enjoy. And enjoy they did!
The volunteers made sure to keep drinks filled, and whenever someone wanted another plate of
food, they were brought a new container, while other volunteers walked through the eating area,
carefully picking up the used containers and clearing away any mess from the utensils. Trash
bags were filled and carted out, while spare bags made sure there was no need to divert from one
trash can to the other.
The only hiccup in the day was when people requested to-go bags for their meals, and we
discovered that the humble plastic grocery bag was in short supply, and we soon ran out of them.
All too soon, the number of guests declined, and soon we were finished serving them. But the
work was not yet done. Table decorations were packaged up to be returned to storage, the paper
tablecloths were crumpled up for disposal, and extra tables were returned to where they had been
kept from before. The dessert area was wiped down to remove the crumbs, and the serving line
was making still more to-go containers, these for the volunteers.

Once all the areas were wiped down, the chairs were placed atop the tables, and volunteers had
their own lunches to enjoy. The last bits of trash were taken out, and another Thanksgiving
serving lunch at the Valley Rescue Mission was complete.
It was only three hours, but there were a lot of happy people that day, both volunteers and
guests. The Valley Rescue Mission will be putting on another lunch special on Christmas Day,
and I plan on being there to help out. How about you?
LT Todd Kes
Communications Officer

INSIDE THE MAINFRAME

Happy holidays to everyone!
"Christmas in Harris" provides toys to Harris County families in need. They're accepting
donations of (new) toys, as well as money and gift cards. If any DaVinci members would like to
make a donation, I can arrange to meet them myself, or they can contact Harris County Family
Connection (the non-profit that runs the toy drive). The Hamilton Dollar General (I work there) is
accepting toy donations as well. Those interested can always drop off toys at that specific Dollar
General. Each store gets to pick its own organization to help. I know a lot of peeps donate to their
local community, and just about every church has some sort of "help the needy" program this
time of year, so I fully understand if peeps aren't interested in donating to "Christmas in Harris".
But I do want to make folks aware of this specific toy drive. It's one I've helped with in years
past, and am very enthusiastic about. Thanks!
LTJG Leiko Koone
Computer Science Officer

PASSAGES
James Greene, an actor who appeared in three Star Trek television spin-off series, has died. He
was 91. His death was confirmed by his wife, Els Collins. James had been a successful working
actor for over 70 years. James Greene was born James Nolan in Lawrence, MA on December 1,
1926, to Tim and Martha Nolan. He graduated from Emerson College in 1950.

He played Dr. Barron on the TNG episode “Who Watches the Watchers”, Ranjen Koral on the
Deep Space Nine episode “The Reckoning”, and a passerby on the Voyager episode “11:59”.
He was probably best known for his role as Uncle Moodri in several episodes of the science
fiction television series Alien Nation (1989-1990), which starred Gary Graham, Eric Pierpoint,
and Michele Scarabelli. He also portrayed Davey McQuinn on the sitcom The Days and Nights of
Molly Dodd (1987-1991), appearing alongside James Gleason (who played Davey's son Jimmy),
John Glover, Christine Healy, Beverly Leech, and Miguel Pérez.

Greene as Dr. Barron on TNG, Ranjen Koral on DS9, and as a passerby on VOY
Greene appeared in the Western comedy The Traveling Executioner (1970, with Graham Jarvis,
Marianna Hill, Stefan Gierasch, Logan Ramsey and James Sloyan).
Greene's later projects were guest roles in episodes of Las Vegas (2005, with Nikki Cox), Joey
(2005), Cold Case (2006, with Michael Cavanaugh, Todd Babcock, Eve Brenner, K Callan, and
Steve Vinovich), Modern Family (2011), and a recurring role on Parks and Recreation (20122013, with Adam Scott).
Thanks to Memory Alpha for the information and photographs.

NEWS YOU CAN USE!
The new rates for membership in Starfleet are in place and are a pretty good deal. NOTE:
There are no more paper memberships available. All memberships are electronic (via email). If
you are thinking of joining Fleet but the expense was too high now you can get your
membership for much less money. Not only will you save money there, but your membership in
the DaVinci is half off as well (up to a $7.50 savings!) and you are automatically promoted to
Acting Ensign! The new Starfleet membership rates are: Individual - $5; Family of 2 - $9;
Family of 3 - $12; Family of 4 - $14; Family of 5 - $16; and Family of 6 - $17. Paper
membership certificates are no longer available – all memberships are now completely digital.
However, if you wish a paper certificate it will cost you $3.00 for each one plus shipping. If you

want a printed copy of the Starfleet handbook it will cost you $8.00 plus shipping. If you are not
in Starfleet, please give some thought about joining this great organization!

TABULATIONS
We have a new top “tabber”! Following the showing of “Castle in the Sky”, Gregory handed me
bag after bag after bag of tabs and jumped from near the bottom of the list into first place with his
donation of 13,653 tabs! This nearly doubled our total for the year! Way to go Gregory! The
collection effort will end at the end of the year so keep saving those little pieces of aluminum
because so far the below total is the least amount of tabs we have ever collected! As always, the
tabs can come off any type can from pop to cat food to dog food to soup! Ask your neighbors to
save tabs for you; ask your church or other social group to save tabs. You will be surprised as to
how many tabs you can collect that way. Here are the totals as of press time:
Starting Balance
Gregory Newer
Jeff Kirkland
Freddy Heller
Connie Heller
Todd Kes
Randy Dunn
Scott Roop
Lech Mazur
Joe Perry
Sandra Adams
Hal Stewart
Dutch Cummings
Total

0
13695
8000
4148
2601
842
346
279
133
48
42
35
32
30401

THE NEXT DAVINCI NIGHT OUT AND
MEMBERSHIP MEETING WILL BE AT

HOULIHAN’S
ON MONDAY 17 DECEMBER AT 6:30 PM
COME FOR THE FOOD & FRIENDSHIP!!

DAVINCI NIGHT OUT
The Night Out/Membership Meeting locations for 2018 were selected at our Thanksgiving get
together at Golden Corral. We also chose to alternate locations in case the original location falls
through. There are some great restaurants in store with a couple new locations and several we had
not been to in quite a while. I hope you will mark your calendars. Here are the 2018 locations:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Alternate #1
Alternate #2

Country Road Buffet **NEW**
IHOP (Airport Thruway) **NEW**
Shrimp Basket **NEW**
O’Charley’s
Olive Garden **UNIFORM NIGHT**
Panera Bread Company (Macon Road)
Shane’s Rib Shack
Buffalo Wild Wings
Denny’s **NEW**
Cheddar’s
Blue Iguana
Texas Roadhouse
Bojangles (Airport Thruway) **NEW**
Tavern on Main **NEW**

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
Here are just a few of the following DaVinci personnel, Star Trek celebrities, and historical
events that are celebrating birthdays or anniversaries in December.
Nuclear-Powered USS Enterprise Retired from Active Service (2012)
First Demonstration of Artificially Created, Self-Sustaining Nuclear Chain
Reaction (1942)
First Telephone Text Message Sent (“Merry Christmas” 1992)
Jet Propulsion Laboratory is Transferred from the US Army to NASA (1958)
Brian Bonsall (Alexander Rozhenko on TNG)
Gemini VII Launched (Borman & Lovall 1965)
Hubble Repaired by Crew of Endeavor (1993)
Building of International Space Station Begins (1998)

1st
2nd
3rd
3rd
3rd
4th
4th
4th

USA’s First Attempt to Orbit a Satellite I(Vanguard) in Orbit Failed (1957)
Star Trek VI Premiers (1991)
First US Attempt to Orbit Satellite Fails (1957)
Star Trek: The Motion Picture Premiers (1979)
Michael Dorn (LTCMDR Worf on TNG)
John Colicos (Kor on TOS)
Terry Garr (Roberta Lincoln on TOS)
Apollo 17 Lands on Moon (Eugene Cernan & Harrison Schmitt, 1972)
Mariner II Transmits Pictures of Venus (1962)
First Men to Reach South Pole (Roald Amundsen, 1911)
Garrett Wang (ENS Harry Kim on VOY)
Gemini 6 and 7 Fly Within 10 Feet of Each Other (1965)
First Heavier-than-Air Flight (Wright Brothers 1903)
First Test Firing of the Atlas Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (1957)
Nuclear Fission Discovered (Otto Hahn & Fritz Strassmann, 1938)
First Communications Satellite (SCORE) Launched by US (1958)
Majel Barrett Roddenberry Dies
First Communications Satellite, SCORE, is launched (1958)
Nicole deBoer (Ezri Dax on DS9)
Apollo 8 Lifts off for the Moon (1968)
First Non-Stop, Non-Refueled Flight Around the World (1986)
First Crewed Mission to Orbit the Moon (Apollo 8, 1968)
First Transmission of Voice/Music Over Radio (Reginald Fessenden 1906)
Rick Berman (Executive Producer)
Hubble Repaired by Crew of Discovery (1999)
Apollo 8 Returns to Earth in a Nighttime Splashdown (1968)
Nichelle Nichols (LT Uruhra on TOS)
ENS Todd Kes
LTCMDR Randy Dunn
First Publicly Demonstration of Electric Incandescent Light (1879)

6th
6th
7th
7th
9th
11th
11th
11th
14th
14th
15th
15th
17th
17th
17th
18th
18th
18th
20th
21st
23rd
24th
24th
25th
25th
27th
28th
29th
31st
31st

MEMBERSHIPS
Many of you do not know when your membership in the DaVinci or Starfleet is due for
renewal. So to help you remember, the following lists your family expiration dates. Please note
that if your name is highlighted in RED in the DaVinci column your membership has expired and
you need to renew as soon as possible to make sure you keep getting the Pilot every month. If
highlighted in BOLD your membership has expired or nearing its expiration so please renew
soon. Thanks!

Name
Sandra Adams
Josh Ainsworth
Michael Allen
Steve Brown
Mackey Carter
David Craft
Dutch Cummings
Steve Cushing
Paul DeHart
Randy Dunn
Whitney Gaines
Freddy Heller
Karl Henry
Todd Kes
Jeff Kirkland
Leiko Koone
Everett Leonard
David Lindsey
Lech Mazur

DaVinci Starfleet
Name
DaVinci Starfleet
Jul 19
Jul 19 Margaret McGillicuddy Jul 19
Sep 19
Aug 19 Oct 19 Jeremiah Meadows
Jul 19
Jul 19
Jul-19
Jul 19 Lisa Monhead
Jul 19
Jul 19
Maria Morgan
May 22
Dec 18
Jan 21 Feb 19 Gregory Newer
Nov 19 Dec 18
May 19
Jul 19
Jul 19 Scott Norman
LTM
Jul 19
Jul 19 Sandra Okamoto
Aug 19
Dec 18 Dec 18 Randy Ortiz
Jul-22
Jul 19
Aug 19
Jul 19
Mar 19
Oct 19
Nov 19
Dec 18
Dec 18
Mar 19
Jul 19

Barbara Paul
Joe Perry
Scott Roop
Russell Ruhland
Dennis Shaw
Nov 19 Thelma Shumpert
Aug 19 Gisela Stephens
Feb 19 Harold Stewart
Feb 19 Mike Walker
Mar 19 Natalei Zappala
Dec 18
Jan 19
Jul 20
Mar 19
Mar 19

Jul 21
Jul 19
Jul 19
Aug 19
Jul 19
Dec 18
LTM
Feb 19
Jul 19
Oct 19

Mar 20
Nov 19
May 19
Feb 20
Jan 20
Expired
Dec 18
May 19
Jul 20
Expired

AHOY! WELCOME ABOARD!
Welcome aboard to the following crew personnel who have recently joined (*) or renewed their
membership in the DaVinci (D) and/or Starfleet (S).
Joe Perry (S)

Todd Kes (S)

Gregory Newer (D)

LATINUM VAULT
Opening Balance
Night Out
Postage

$46.96
$6.96
$7.10

Closing Balance

$40.00

VADM Connie Heller

DAVINCI T-SHIRTS
The new DaVinci t-shirts are in!! They are quite nice and I am sure they will go fast so make
sure you reserve yours today. The cost is very reasonable: YM to L ($11); XL ($12), 2X ($13),
3X ($14), and 4X ($15). I did order (I hope) enough of each size and this time around some youth
medium in each color. Oh, we still have a few of the older ones left and they can be purchased at
a slight discount. Here is what the new ones look like:

)
Operations

Science

Engineering

Here is what we currently have in stock:
Operations (Red)
Medium
2
Large
1
XL
4
2X
3

Science (Blue)
Youth Medium
Small
Medium
Large

1
1
2
3

Engineering (Yellow)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1
Medium
5
Large
3

4X

1

2X

3

XL
2X
4X

1
2
1

We also have several of the older versions DaVinci shirts available for a discount – your choice
$7.00 each. Here is what we have: Operations (1 - medium); Science (1 - medium); Engineering
(1 - medium); Generic Gray (1 - medium and 2 – XL); and believe it or not we still have
twopreviously worn of our first gray t-shirts (medium) in stock for $3.00 each. If you want any of
the above t-shirts feel free to email or call me to reserve your size. I cannot hold it forever so if
you reserve a shirt, please pay as soon as possible. Thanks.
Do not forget that Jeff knows a woman that goes to his church that will embroider a DaVinci
logo on any t-shirt or polo for only a $10.00 fee. This is what it will look like:

You have to supply the item in any color you wish. Bring me the item and the $10.00 and I will
send them to Jeff who will then pass on the items to the embroiderer.

ACCOLADES
A BIG Bajoran thanks or congratulations go to:
Hal Stewart for his weekly donation of cans;
Paul DeHart for taking even more Starfleet Academy courses;
Jeff Kirkland for his huge (10 bags) donation of cans; and,
Russell Ruhland for receiving a “Defense Services Award” from the Colonial Ministry of
Defense!

LINKS
Here are a few important web sites relevant to the DaVinci:
Craig’s List:
Starfleet Database
Starfleet Home Page:
Starfleet Region 2 Home Page:
USS DaVinci Home Page

http://columbusga.craigslist.org/grp
https://db.sfi.org
http://www.sfi.org/
http://region2.org/
http://www.ussdavinci.org/

USS DAVINCI IN PICTURES

The following is a trip down the USS DaVinci memory lane. Each month I will show a series of
photographs from our very beginning, as the Shuttle DaVinci, up until the present time. Many of
you will remember these faces. To others they will be complete strangers. But, they made the
USS DaVinci what it is today. Reminisce. If you have any photographs that you would like to see
published in the Pilot, feel free to send them to me with a brief explanation as to who is in the
photo and when and where it was taken. If I get a name wrong, please let me know! Okay, here is
Part II of our November 2007 Thanksgiving Dinner celebration:

Randy and Rebecca pose for a photo and Rebecca holds Alexander over Connie’s head.

Posing for photo are Sandye and Diane and Leiko.

Lisa and Patty play Chinese Checkers while Joe looks on and Diane playing with Alexander.

Randy and Sandy head to the great room for more excitement.
Next month, Part III of our 2007 Thanksgiving Dinner – door prizes and awards!

CARGO BAY

Receive $25 off Tax Preparation Fee!

Receive Free Drink with Adult Buffet Purchase!

DaVinci Members Receive a 20 % Discount!

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

DaVinci Members Receive a $20.00 Discount!

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

ONE MORE THING THEN DISMISSED!

Stanley M. “Lee” Lieber
December 28th 1922 – November 12th 2018

